
 

Best Ghostwriting, Essay writing, Ghostwriting essay Service. 
 

FreePass was founded in 2014. Initially, it exclusively offered essay writing and essay writing 

services to overseas students studying in the United States, Canada, and other North American 

countries. Our English essay writing services have extended to the UK, Australia, New Zealand, 

Singapore, Malaysia, France, Germany, Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and other locations after 

several years of diligent operation.  

 

We can now assist overseas students with essay writing, article polishing, grammar 

proofreading, and revision. The first FreePass members studied in the United Kingdom, the 

United States, and other countries. They understand how tough it is to completely adapt into a 

foreign education and culture. Daily communication is difficult for them when they first acquire 

English as their first language. Given the problems that overseas students face, we decided to 

develop a FreePass team and have continued to do so to help those in need. 

 

Our team's core consists of authors and quality controllers with extensive editing expertise and 

postgraduate, medical, and master's degrees. Ghostwriting The majority of the quality 

inspectors have high academic levels and have served as editors of reputable publications and 

journals. The quality inspectors will perform a last assessment of each piece after it has been 

produced, checking everything from the sentence structure and spelling to the logic and overall 
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framework. Each item is examined for conformity with the specifications, and any places that 

do not meet the standards are sent back for revision.  

As a result, the final products that are offered to consumers are frequently "hardened." What is 

more compassionate is that if the client feels that the article is still not satisfactory after 

receiving it, we will actively engage in communication with them. If there is, in fact, a problem, 

we will decisively rectify it and make sure that nothing goes wrong in the end. This is the way 

we operate. 

 

What academic areas do you excel in? Will you accept my essay? 

The 800+ authors at FreePass cover the majority of the common majors and courses in business, 

economics, management, humanities, social sciences, and other disciplines. 

Ghostwriting We may take a variety of projects, including those involving data modeling, sample 

gathering, analysis, and processing, speeches, PPTs, books, movies, script impressions, and 

rhetorical analysis. The programs we excel at include Stata, Excel, and SPSS. We do not, 

however, accept projects that only include data processing and no written material. It excludes 

CS, program writing, Adobe design drawing, drawing, such as a 10-minute short quiz, and other 

circumstances where we believe help is not required. 

 

Do you accept paper polishing and weight reduction? what is the price? 

Science and engineering are not just confined to this, however we can certainly polish and 

lighten completed documents. Because polishing calls for knowledge of vocabulary and 

systematic common sense in linked academic subjects, in addition to fixing simple grammatical 

and spelling errors. Additionally, we can support you. The following issues can be optimized with 

the use of our polishing service: First, make sentence paragraphs more fluid and logical. Next, 

fix grammar, tense, singular/plural, articles, Noun clauses, and phrase collocation issues. Finally, 

swap out low-level phrases with real expressions. Fourth, find a solution to the semantic 

ambiguity issue. 

 

Can you guarantee originality? 

Rest assured that we will deliberately run Turnitin after each completed draft or revision to 

make sure the repetition rate is within a very acceptable level. An overly high repeat rate is 

regarded as academic misconduct in some countries and can result in redoing the assignment, 

facing a hearing, or even being expelled from school. Everyone would undoubtedly like to avoid 

a situation like this. 
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Can you revise the paper? 

We can only accept minor revisions. If the core part of a paper needs to be greatly revised, it 

means that the paper basically does not meet the requirements, Essay writing and tinkering 

does not make much sense, and a lot of time will be wasted. It is recommended to directly 

choose to rewrite or choose our essay writing service to help you complete a brand new essay. 

 

Can you briefly introduce your writer's background? 

There are 800+ FreePass writers, all of whom have a master's degree. We use the same standard 

to screen and hire writers, and use the same price standard to provide customers with the best 

service, so don't worry that we will treat them differently. Our Essay writing are 100% native 

speakers of English, from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and other places; their 

majors cover law, psychology, finance, economics, management, investment, history, 

environment and other mainstream fields of humanities, social sciences and business Discipline; 

all writers have passed the strength test and have sufficient academic strength. 
 

How to find reliable essay writing? 

Unreliable ghostwriting will often cause you to lose credits and even be caught by the teacher. 

The consequences are very serious. Reliable ghostwriting is often for the sake of customers in 
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all aspects. How to judge whether a company is reliable or not, we give the main criteria for your 

comprehensive judgment. 

 

Ghostwriting type: 

Business : Business Administration, Marketing , Transportation and Logistics, International 

Business, Management Information System, Tourism and Hotel Management and Hotel 

Management), Organizational Behavior, Operations Management, Strategy; Finance 

Ghostwriting essay. Macrofinance , Behavioral Financ ghostwriting, Financial Markets ( 

Financial Market) ghostwriting, Corporate Finance ghostwriting, Financial Engineering (Financial 

Engineering) ghostwriting, Financial Economics (Financial Economics) ghostwriting, Investment 

Principles (Investment Principles) ghostwriting, money and banking ( Money, Banking and 

Economics) ghostwriting, International Finance ghostwriting, Insurance Finance ghostwriting, 

Public Finance ghostwriting, Financial Econometrics ghostwriting, banking Learning (banking) 

ghostwriting.Humanities and Social Sciences: Journalism, communication, pedagogy, politics, 

law, sociology, history, psychology, ghostwriting, and the humanities (including philosophy). 

 

Economics and management writing includes managerial, theoretical, economic, political, and 

world economics writing. It also includes application economics (applied economy) writing. 

Regional economics (Regional economy), ghostwriting Public Finance (Public Finance), 

Ghostwriting global commerce (global commerce) Statistics (Statistics), ghostwriting Writing in 

the fields of ghostwriting, econometrics (econometrics), industry & business administration, 

MBA, accounting, financial management, human resource management, and auditing Urban 

management, public relations, international business, auditing, and administration 

(administration science) Logistics (logistics), ghostwriting ghostwriting and online shopping 

ghostwriting, hotel administration (Hotel administration) ghostwriting 

 

Ghostwriting essay Currently unsupported types : CS writing includes creating programs, writing 

code, writing in JAVA, Python, C++/C, R, writing algorithm assignments, writing for the web, and 

writing CS assignments, among other things;Engineering disciplines like engineering, electrical, 

mechanical, heavy industrial, and other subjects are not supported, nor are science courses like 

chemistry, physics, biology, and maths. 
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